UCCA Humanitarian Aid Update #39
as of February 8th
Partnership:

UCCA Kyiv Bureau strengthens partnership with our partner, *Allies of the World*, to coordinate & streamline vital humanitarian aid distribution.
Working in partnership to bring humanitarian aid supplies to our freedom fighters
Supplying the troops... with medicine & pharmaceutical provisions
Delivering food products and supplies to several units on the frontlines defending Ukraine
Thanks to a very generous anonymous donor, UCCA is procuring **thousands** of generators & delivering them to our partner Oberig-26 in Ukraine. A detailed report of the first delivery can be read in the report: **UCCA Special Mission: 10,000+ GENERATORS**
UCCA provides cleaning supplies to our freedom fighters

Bore Tech’s Cu⁺² Copper Remover works faster and better without the fear of barrel damage and the dreadful ammonia smell.
On the eve of the first anniversary of Russia’s full scale invasion of Ukraine, UCCA continues to seek your support.

Since before February 22\textsuperscript{nd} of last year, UCCA worked with partners to stock warehouses full of medicines and pharmaceuticals. Then as Russia unleashed its genocidal war, UCCA began delivering crucial non-lethal military assistance to our freedom fighters defending Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity and providing direct relief to help alleviate the humanitarian challenges our brethren face due to Russia’s unprovoked invasion.

UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous financial support!